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n the ongoing debate on private versus public funding
models for healthcare in Canada, it is interesting to note that
the Canadian Medical Association (CMA) has supported
privatization in the past1 and chooses to keep the debate open.2
As a powerful lobby and advisory group, their official position
has transformative implications for the landscape of the job
market in the form of possible remuneration model changes for
physicians and other healthcare providers. Much of the discussion
on whether these changes should occur centers on an evaluation
of the value and pragmatism of equality in the system, but it must
also be noted that the private market is not waiting around for
the question to resolve itself. Regardless of whether or not it
is the best option for healthcare consumers, certain factors are
encouraging the growth of privatization. These factors must be
addressed proactively should Canadians wish to prevent (further)
tiering of the Canadian healthcare system.

to increased healthcare spending come from advances in genetic
research and personalized medicine. While these treatments can
often be beneficial to patients, they are expensive. Costs per
quality adjusted life year (QALY) for personalized drugs have
been estimated between $43,000 and $170,000.6-8 Even if the
cost of these treatments decline, increasing direct-to-consumer
advertising of these genetic technologies can expand demand
from Canadians.9
If the public system is not able to meet this increase
in demand, the private system could snap up the excess and
Canadian health care could quickly acquire a second tier. In 2005,
a Supreme Court Case ruling in Quebec allowed an individual
to access private health care as a solution to long wait times.10
This ruling sets a precedent for the nimble private market to fill in
the gaps of the public system, pending rulings in other provinces
across the country. In the Lancet, Kaczorowski suggests that
such a model of universal coverage with additional private health
insurance could help keep costs down.11

THE PRIVATIZATION CREEP

PRESERVING THE PUBLIC SYSTEM

In addition to supplementing the public system, the private
system shows signs of infringing upon its domain. An evaluation
of 130 private healthcare clinics across Canada found evidence
to suspect the possibility of 89 violations of the Canada Health
Act, including charging patients for medically necessary services
that are covered by Canada’s publicly funded universal healthcare
system.3 These clinics allow Canadians who are willing and
able to pay out-of-pocket to avoid lengthy public system wait
times, effectively creating a tiered healthcare system.3 Similar
tiering occurs through the parallel private insurance of Workers
Compensation Boards (WCB) in Canada, which undermines the
goal of equal access to care since Canadians who are injured at
work can receive faster treatment.4 These two cases highlight the
existing encroachment of privatization into the public system.
The impetus for this privatization of healthcare may be due to
greater demands on the public system as a result of both changing
demographics and the increasing availability of new technologies.
In Canada, the percentage of the population over the age of 65 is
expected to increase to nearly 24% in 2035, and healthcare costs
per person rise substantially for this group.5 Further contributions

The easiest solution, however, is not necessarily the most desirable
one. One objection to private health care is on the grounds that
access to medical support should not be dictated by an individual’s
means to pay. Furthermore, between 93% and 98% of Canadians
support the five principles of the Canada Health Act,12 which
confirms strong support for equal access to health services across
socioeconomic groups in Canada.
The first thing that must be done in order to preserve the
public healthcare system is for the Canadian government to save
it now. Hogan and Hogan recommend exactly this, believing
that the current financial climate allows for this kind of fiscal
responsibility, and warning of dire consequences should Canada
fail to prepare for the coming increases in cost.5 The lack of a
contingency fund will allow the overflow in demand to be lapped
up by the private system, accelerating its growth. A substantial
preparatory fund will allow the public system to absorb any strain
instead.
If Canadians want health care to stay public, there is also
a need to change attitudes and expectations. Stuart and Adams
argue that the sustainability of the public healthcare system
depends on a cultural shift: consumers must accept that not all
medical procedures will be covered by the public system.12 To
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keep healthcare public, Canadians will have to be comfortable
with a system that does not provide low-yield medical treatment
for all ailments.12 Whether or not Canadians will be satisfied with
this level of care or would prefer to push for the ability to spend
on more extensive treatments remains to be seen.
Ultimately, the debate of public or private is one that rests on
the will of the Canadian people. It would be a pity, however, to see
strong beliefs in equality buried by a lack of public preparation.
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